ERAU Learner
PROGRAM FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

E TO STEP UP!

ACTIVE ERAU learners actively
manage their own learning. They
balance their priorities and work to
develop a set of learning strategies to
fit their individual learning styles. This
makes them more efficient and
effective learners.

INNOVATIVE ERAU learners solve
problems by combining their
existing knowledge with creative,
critical thinking to find new
possibilities.

ADAPTABLE ERAU learners are able to
apply their knowledge and skills to
diverse contexts. They are flexible in
their thinking, capable of revising
their perspective, and undeterred by
difficult or complex problems.

ETHICAL Fair. Open-minded. Collegial.
ERAU learners are guided by their
values and engage in thoughtful
practice. Compassionate. Caring.
ERAU learners are supportive of
differing views and practices.

MOTIVATED ERAU learners are
self-directed, passionate about
learning, and persistent in the face
of intellectual challenges.

REFLECTIVE ERAU learners analyze
context and critically evaluate
situations. Reflection is an essential
component of problem solving and
self-correction, leading to a forwardlooking individual able to create a
vision of the future.

Real Education. Above All.
“I am a first-generation college student. The first soon-to-be female engineer in
my family. I love the fact that Embry-Riddle allows us to receive world-class
education in high school before we even get to campus. It speaks volumes to
our school’s culture and vision.”
- Nadia
ERAU Aerospace
Engineering Major
There really is no comparison. Since 2003,
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University has
offered an innovative departure from
standard concurrent learning programs.
Instead of an exam-focused course for
credit, ERAU students get a true university
learning experience, from the national
leader in high school/university
partnerships.

Plan to succeed. ERAU students are
introduced to the expansive thought and
rigorous standards of a university
education – helping them become better
prepared to thrive in the more demanding
academic environment. Plus, we support
their mastery of disciplined study habits
both in class and online.

More learning, less memorizing.
Traditional programs have lost their luster
with top high schools putting too much
emphasis on preparation for a single
placement exam. ERAU classes use a more
intellectually challenging curriculum that
requires students to explore the way their
subject matter interacts with economic,
political, and social forces.

It’s university credit, because it’s a
university course.. Not just “collegelevel,” our concurrent enrollment program
offers actual ERAU courses – the same
curriculum taught to Embry-Riddle
freshmen and sophomores.

University level instruction. ERAU
classroom instructors have at least a
Master’s degree or the equivalent
experience in the subject being taught.
They also attend professional
development training in order to teach
ERAU courses and attend ongoing
professional development seminars. ERAU
faculty visit our high school classrooms
annually to assure that ERAU standards
are met.

